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Ifugao Law Barton, Roy Franklin, 1969
DS666.I15 B3 Ifugao (Philippine People)

The Gentle Tasaday: a Stone Age People in the Philippine Rain Forest
Nance, John, 1975
DS666.T32 N36 Tasaday (Philippine People)

The Nuer Evans-Pritchard, E. E., 1940
DT132.E8 Nuer (African People)

Warrior Herdsmen Thomas, Elizabeth Marshall, 1965
DT434.U242 T5 Dodoth (African People)

Baba of Karo: a Woman of the Muslim Hausa Smith, Mary Felice, 1964
DT515.45 H38 Hausa (African People)-Social Life and Customs

DU120.G6 Aboriginal Australians

The Tiwi of North Australia, Hart C.W.M., 1960
DU122.T5 H3 Tiwi (Australian People)

Pigs of the Ancestors: Ritual in the Ecology of a New Guinea People
Rappaport, Roy A., 1967
DU740.R27 Maring (Papua New Guinea People)

The Kapauku Pauans of West New Guinea Pospisil, Leopold J., 1963
DU744.P58 Kapauku (New Guinea People)

Gardens of War: Life and Death in the New Guinea Stone Age
Gardner, Robert and Karl G. Heider, 1969
DU744.5 G3 Irian Jaya (Indonesia)—Social Life and Customs—Pictorial Works
The Tewa World:  Space, Time, Being and Becoming in a Pueblo Society
Ortiz, Alfonzo, 1969
E99.T35 O7  Tewa Indians

Ishi, the Last Yahi Kroeber, Theodora and Robert E. Heizer, 1979
E99.Y23 I8  Yana Indians

Tepoztlan, a Mexican Village: a Study of Folk-Life Redfield, Robert,
F1391.T3 R31  Tepoztlan (Mexico)

Chan Kom, A Mayan Village Redfield, Robert, 1962
F1435.1 C47 R3  Mayas—Social Life and Customs

Village that Chose Progress Redfield, Robert, 1950
F1435.1 C47 R32  Mayas—Social Life and Customs

Women of the Forest Murphy, Yolanda and Robert F. Murphy, 1974
F2520.1 M8 M83  Munduruku Indians—Social Life and Customs

Welcome of Tears: the Tapirape Indians of Central Brazil
Wagley, Charles, 1977
F2520.1 T25 W33  Tapirape Indians

A Guadalcanal Society: the Kaoka Speakers Hogbin, Herbert Ian, 1964
GN671.S6 H62  Ethnology—Solomon Islands—Guadalcanal Island

Zamora: Change and Continuity in a Mexican Town Pi-Sunyer, Oriol
HN120.Z3 P5  Zamora (Michoacan de Ocampo, Mexico)